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Bits and Bytes
Data capture and programing with MEDIA

You want to 
capture what?

Is the information
top secret?

Are you allowed to
capture what you want?

Who’s hosting? How stable
is the content?

Who’s handling updates?

(Not) Breaking the code.

Programming and data collection are critical, but often invisible, components of a project that need to be defined 
from the outset. The questions below can help.

How do UX do?
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Are you allowed to capture what you want? Now that you know what kind of data you want, 
and who the audience is, be sure you understand UNC’s data security policies. Newsletter 
information, for instance, has a very low security requirement, while grades follow more 
strict guidelines. UNC has a great reference for the different types of data here: 
https://safecomputing.unc.edu/data/sensitive-information/

Is the information top secret? In other words, does it need to be onyen protected (and 
therefore confined only to UNC students, staff, and faculty), or can the site be shared with 
the general public?

Who’s hosting? Every website needs a home. Who’s going to provide one for your site? 
UNC provides hosting for all kinds of web sites at web.unc.edu (individual WordPress 
sites) and sites.unc.edu (departmental WordPress sites), while Carolina CloudApps is 
available for tailor-made web applications. If you need help beyond those solutions, we 
can work with external vendors to help guide the process.

How stable is the content? The healthcare industry changes quickly, which means that your 
content may need to be updated regularly. Is that true? If so, we’ll build your materials one 
way. If not, then we’ll build it another way, which leads to the following note. 

You want to capture what? Carefully consider the data you want to capture. Why do you 
need it? How will you use it? It’s possible to capture a great deal of data; it’s also possible 
to become paralyzed by data. Too much can be overwhelming. Spend some time thinking 
about exactly what you need—and ask for it up front. It’s much easier to “build in” data 
capture elements rather than adding them on at a later date. 

Who’s handling updates? Tied in with the previous question, do YOU anticipate making 
changes to the content, or is that something you will need our help with? If you’d like to 
have the ability to make changes, then we’ll build things one way. If you’re going to rely on 
us, then we’ll build it a different way.

How do UX do? Wireframing helps developers and clients demonstrate how an interac-
tive project will function. Wireframes are useful when planning the navigation of interac-
tive materials because they demonstrate how users will encounter various components. 
By keeping the visual design elements separate from the user experience design (UXD) , 
it’s easier to see the underpinning structure of a web site, an interactive graphic, or a 
new application.


